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It was a cool, crisp morning for the start of the Tour de Poway.  The winds from the previous day had 

died down dramatically but the temperatures were going to rise soon and fast.  It was about 55 degrees 

at 6 am with the temp rising to almost 95 before the afternoon was over.  The Descenders put in a 

strong showing in numbers and in the ride.   

I pulled into the lot near the start and parked right next to John Bittinger.  He was in his Descenders kit 

and looking forward to the ride.  Guido and Ernst rolled over to our cars as we got ready for the start.  

Claus had been there early, having ridden from his house.  He was trying to stay warm.  Also at the start 

were Dave Voris, Larry, Chad, and Len (TY) with his son, Alex, and Yi-Shiou.  Oleg and Bob Raibert were 

100 yards down Midland waiting for the peloton to come.  Bernie arrived right as we started so he 

joined the group as we started the climb up the Poway Grade.  We had more than a dozen Descenders 

in kits.  

Group start-Descenders ready to roll with Alex too 

The Descenders were all at the very front of the pack, right by the start/finish flags.  The group behind 

looked a bit smaller than years past but there were still plenty of riders ready to tackle the Nick Venuto 

Century.  My plan was to go hard and hang as long as I could with some of the Descenders and then 

struggle home to the finish.  There were murmurings from some about riding a shorter route due to 



family constraints or not wanting to ride the full 100 miles, whatever the distance each Descender was 

ready to ride.   

 
Ernst and Voris rolling 

 
Guido ready to roll 

 
Yi-Shiou on Midland Road 

 

There was no a loud speaker so the start was of a bit of a slow roll out when the guy said have a safe 

ride, only a few minutes after the scheduled 7 am start.  The pack started down Midland, led mostly by a 

contingent of Descenders.  We picked up Oleg and Bob Raibert as the group rode towards Poway Road. 

 
Larry, Len, Guido and Ernst getting up to speed 

 
Descenders on point 

 

The group picked up speed as we headed east on Poway Road, the climb just ahead.  I knew the guys 

were going to push up the climb and I could not hold the pace.  Thankfully, Bernie was a bit late so he 

was riding catch-up on the climb.  I jumped to his wheel and hid the whole way up the Poway Grade.  

Bernie passed many riders but we never got near the lead group that included Oleg, John B, Voris, 



Guido, Claus, Larry, Bob Raibert and Ernst.  We did make good time up the grade and a cop was there to 

guide us across the big intersection without waiting.  Bernie organized the small group of about 5 riders 

to help each other along the 67.  We all pushed hard and climbed to the top by Mount Woodson.  As we 

descended fast towards Mussey we saw Voris and Guido on the side of the road starting to work on a 

bike problem.  It was a big flat for Voris.  Guido helped him and so did Yi-Shiou who was still coming. 

They were a blur as we flew by quickly.  Up ahead we saw Dave Ernst caught in no man’s land, riding 

alone.  Our group of now 6+ picked up Dave before we got to Mussey.  Bernie kept everyone organized 

and everyone did some good pulls along Dye Road.  Ernst and Bernie did major pulls to help us close the 

gap to the front group.  I got to the front and could see ahead the lead group at the San Vicente Road 

light.  There were about 10 guys in that pack that made the turn heading into Ramona.  We quickly got 

through the light, headed toward Ramona and made the turn onto Hansen Lane where we all 

regrouped.  We were about 16 miles into the ride and as Larry noted in a Strava comment, “It looked 

like a regular Descender ride.”  There were about 8 Descenders in the pack of less than 20 riders.   

We all cruised together through town and over to Haverford.  The Ramona Grade descent was coming 

up fast.  I noticed that Oleg, Ernst, Raibert, Larry and other Descenders were near the front.  I tucked 

into the back and started to feel the yo-yo action on the descent.  I passed John B, Bernie and a couple 

of other guys to get closer to the front.  On one of the tight curves a big pick-up truck passed me and 

then tucked in right in front of me, effectively cutting us off from the lead group of guys.  The truck 

could not pass any other rider on the curves so we slowed even more while the leaders flew out of sight.   

 Bernie and John pulling hard at bottom of Ramona Grade 



A mile or so later the road finally opened wider for the truck to pass the rider in front of him.  John B and 

Bernie pushed the pace the last few miles down the grade while I hung on the back for dear life.  We 

blew by the bottom of Bandy Canyon and I was fading quickly.  I ended up alone while John, Bernie and 

one other rider pedaled on.  Soon a small group of riders caught me and I grabbed a wheel.  We stayed 

together past the Safari Park to the climb.  I pushed the pace as I could see Bernie up ahead.  I finally 

caught Bernie at the top of the hill and we cruised fast to Citrus.  A couple more guys helped us pull to 

regroup with John B.  The group got down to four guys along Bear Valley and around towards Broadway.  

A tri-guy named, Jose, really motored on the flats.  We flew past Escondido high school. 

I was fading again and was looking forward to the stop at Helen Bougher Park.  I rolled in and saw that 

John and Bernie either did not stop or made quick work of the water refill as they were heading along 

Woodland Parkway.  I needed food and drink.  There were a handful of guys at the aid station by the 

time I rolled out.  We formed a fast paceline, except I mostly just tried to hide near the back.  The tri-guy 

did some good pulls but fell off on each climb or rolling hill.  The pace did not slow along Palomar Airport 

to the turn onto El Camino Real and over to Cannon Road.  The lead group was up ahead having already 

made the turn onto Cannon.  I fell off my group and slowed some before getting to Cannon.  I was 

feeling the effects of a fast first 50 miles.  After climbing Cannon and descending towards PCH I was 

again alone.   

The aid station was on the corner of PCH and the lead group made the turn as I was approaching the 

intersection.  I had to stop for more food and drink.  There were two other guys at the aid station.  After 

replenishing my food stock and filling my bottles I took off south on PCH.  A stocky guy in a Broadcom 

jersey quickly passed me and I tried to hold his wheel for a futile 30 second period.  We were now 

almost 60 miles into the ride and my Garmin said my pace was still above 20 mph; boy would that 

change quickly. 

I was alone and it felt like the winds were blowing in my face. I knew the route but seemed to be making 

slow progress.  I rode alone to La Costa, up Olivenhain and then up towards RSF.  I was still alone by the 

time I got through the Fairbanks Ranch area and turned onto San Dieguito Road, the dreaded polo fields 

section.  The breeze always seems to be blowing inland when I ride that road.  I noticed a guy in the 

California Pools jersey that had stopped at the market on the corner.  I labored forward and finally saw 

some other riders; it was now almost mile 80.  The group of 4 riders went by me near the Fairbanks 

Ranch golf course.  I could not hold their pace.  At the light at El Camino Real the guy who I saw at the 

market rolled up.  He had been in the lead group in Ramona too.  We climbed towards Del Mar Heights 

Road I left him behind and made my way to the aid station at Ashley Falls.  The group of guys who 

passed me earlier were still at the station.  I took food and water, rolled over to the nature break 

facilities and was back on the road again.  I saw Claus just coming into the aid station as I climbed back 

to the main route.  Not sure how he got behind me but learned that he and Ernst took a penalty loop in 

Escondido for missing part of the route, such good, ethical riders.   

My pace was fast to Carmel Valley Road as I knew the group of riders would catch me.  At the light the 

other 5 guys rolled up, including the CA pools jersey guy..  We stayed together toward Santaluz but I lost 

them again in Del Sur, back to solo riding.  I was only about eight miles from the finish and I was passing 



riders from the other events.  A strong guy blew by me down Pomerado.  He had made a wrong turn 

earlier and was at 105 mile already.  I caught his wheel and we rode to the light at Poway Road.  We 

rode towards Metate, past the photo clock and to Community Road for the final mile.  I was getting hot 

and was definitely tired but made it to the finish.  I rolled to my car to see that John B had already gone 

home. 

Other rider comments I saw from Strava included Oleg and Larry who took off together from the lead 

group for the last 25 miles to finish 1-2 for the ride.  I know Chad and Len rode with Alex the full 100 

mile loop, great riding Alex.  We had another strong Descenders riding performance for the 2013 Tour 

de Poway.  It was a great 100 mile ride and fun day in the saddle. 

 


